... bring together a group of research workers, oncologists and clinicians whose major interest was brain tumours, and to record the current "state of the Art". The first was undoubtedly achieved, and with all such gatherings, those who attended gained much from personal meetings, and private or open discussion with colleagues.

It is the second objective which is more difficult to assess, as it is the rightful place of the publication of conference proceedings in general in the form of a relatively expensive (£125-25) book. For workers in the neurological sciences who are not involved in the subject, either clinically or in the laboratory, the book would have very limited appeal. Had the historical aspects been given greater weight—and it is surprising that the tantalisingly short piece on the surgical history of Maida Vale Hospital was not expanded and given first place—the book would have had a much wider appeal. Similarly the "keynote" communications which should have set the scene for each section, vary greatly in achieving that goal. With the exception of Molecular Biology of Cancer, and Current Approaches to Chemotherapy, the keynote topics are generally disappointing. Some are an unhappy amalgam of the author's own current research interests and an over-view of the subject, and with the limitation of space, neither aspect is developed satisfactorily. Finally for the "general" reader, the value of the book would have been very greatly enhanced if a chapter had been written after the Symposium by the two editors, in which the threads of the Symposium had been drawn together with some indications of the way forward. Michael Walker and David Thomas, with their own very important and extensive contributions to the subject were in a unique position to do this.

For workers in the field of malignant brain tumour, individual contributions will be of value in their content and bibliography. A few contain new ideas, some controversial and even within this one volume there are conflicting results on the same subject, as with the laser. Inevitably there are criticisms of the book as a collection of papers on original work. Some contributors have published their work more fully elsewhere and interested readers will turn to those other sources. It is doubtful whether some of the contributions would have been accepted by journals which referee critically. Lastly, contributions had to be submitted some months before the Symposium, and therefore it is likely that work in some fields was completed 3 years or more prior to publication. Unfortunately such delays seem inevitable when publication takes this form.

The book is well produced in text and illustrations but with some errors in page numbering in the table of contents. It marks an important occasion, and its value will depend upon the needs of the individual reader.

**John Garfield**

**Notes**

**Society of British Neurological Surgeons**

The next meeting will be held at the Institute of Psychiatry, London, 17–18 September 1987. Particulars can be obtained from The Secretary, Neuroscience Unit, Walsgrave Hospital, Clifford Bridge Road, Walsgrave, Coventry.

**European Neurological Society**

The European Neurological Society (ENS) has been founded to foster cooperation between neurologists and those working in related disciplines within Europe. Meetings will be held biennially. The participation of individuals from other areas of the world is welcomed. The biennial meetings will provide instructional courses for neurologists in training, up-date symposia, and sessions for the presentation of original work, either as platform or poster presentations. The first meeting will be held in Nice from June 19–22, 1988. When the teaching programme will include courses on peripheral neuropathy, neuroimaging, dementia, and neurovirology/neuroimmunology. These will be symposia on physiological and pathological aspects of cerebral blood flow, neuromediators, and neurogenetics.

Further information about the ENS may be obtained from the Secretary, Professor S. M. Said, Service de Neurologie, Hôpital de Bicêtre, 94275 Le Kremlin Bicêtre, Cédex, France.

**The XXXI International Congress on the History of Medicine**

This Congress will be held in Bologna from 23 August—4 September 1988. Information may be obtained from Secretariat, Cattedra di Storia della Medicina, Via Massarenti 9, 40138 Bologna, Italy.